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Abstract. This paper examines the dynamical consequenceof the hypothesis that fourthorder mean values of the fluctuating velocity components are related to second-order mean
values as they would be for a normal joint-probability distribution. The equations derived by
Tatsumi for isotropic turbulence on the basis of this hypothesisare integrated numerically as
an initial value problem for an inviscid fluid. The most remarkable feature revealed by the

computation is that the energy spectrumfunction becomesnegative during the courseof time
in certain regions of wave-number space.This situation is similar to the result obtained previously for two-dimensionalturbulence.Truncation errors that arise from finite-differenceapproximationsin numerical integration are examined.It is tentatively concludedthat this unphysicalnegativeenergyis not generatedby the truncationerrorsbut is the consequence
of the
quasi-normality hypothesis.

So far two different approacheshave been
1. Introduction. The problem of homogeneous turbulence can be stated as follows: given taken in the secondclass.The most straightthe state of the turbulencegeneratedin a fluid forward sequencefor closingthe infinite set of
at an initial instant, to predict the state of tur- moment equationsconsistsof ignoringmoments
bulenceas a function of time. Although a con- of n + 1 order in equationsfor n-ordermoments
siderable amount of work has been done on this
[Deissler, 1958 and 1960]. It is possiblethat
problem,a satisfactorysolutionapplicableto the there may be a fundamental limitation to this
major portion of the time-historyof turbulence scheme.Whereaswe may reasonablyexpectthe
has not been obtained. The chief difficulty lies approximation to convergerapidly when the
in obtaining a determinate set of dynamical Reynoldsnumber for the systemis small, we do
equations.From the momentum and continuity not know whether this schemeyields adequate
equations,equationsinvolving moments (corre- approximationsfor interestingcasesof the very
lation functions) of the fluctuatingvelocity com- large Reynolds number.
ponents of any order can be constructed.Each
Anotherapproachis to introducethe hypothen-order equation so obtained involves the mo- sis that the fourth-order cumulants of the vements of n + i order as a direct consequence
of locity field are zero, that is, that fourth-order
the nonlineartryof the Navier-Stokesequations. moments of the distribution of simultaneous veThe various methods of approximationpro- locity componentsare related to second-order
posedfor making the infinite set of dynamical momentsas they would be for a normal-probequationsfinite can be divided into two broad ability distribution. Fourth-order moments can
classes.In the first class,models of dynamical be then expressedin terms of second-order
moprocessesare postulated on physical grounds; ments,and the setof momentequationsis closed.
examplesare the theories of Kolmogoroffand Proudmanand Reid [1954] and Tatsumi [1957]
Iteisenberg.The secondclassconsistsof schemes appliedthis hypothesisto the problemof decay
for systematicanalytical approximations.
of incompressible
isotropicturbulence.
In a recent study on the mathematical struc-

ture of isotropicturbulencein two dimensions,
• Based on a paper presented at the International
Symposium on Fundamental Problems in TurbuReid [1959] and Ogura [1962, hereafter relence and Their Relation to Geophysicssponsored ferredto as paperA] deriveda set of dynamical
by the International Union of Geodesy and Geoequations.Theseequationsfollowfrom the above
physicsand the International Union of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics,held September4-9, 1961,
in Marseilles, France.

hypothesisand are the two-dimensionalcounterpart of the equationsderivedby Proudmanand
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Reid [1954] and Tatsumi [1957]. Ogura then
solved the equationsnumerically as an initial
value problem. The time-history of two-dimensional turbulence so calculateddisplays a substantially different behavior from that generally
acceptedfor three-dimensional
turbulence.The
calculatedrate of energytransfer is found to be
greater toward the larger than toward the
smallerscales.Perhapsthe mostnoteworthyfeature revealedby the calculationis that the energy spectrumeventually becomesnegative for
medium-sizededdies.It was concludedin paper
A that this unphysicalnegative energy cannot
possiblybe generatedby the truncation errors
associatedwith the finite-differenceapproximations in numericalintegration but is the consequenceof the quasi-normalityhypothesis.
Sincethis hypothesishasbeenusedby several
authors,the study hasbeenextendedin order to
investigate its consequencesfor three-dimensional turbulence.The purpose of this paper is
to report the resultsso far obtained.
2. Design o• numericalintegration. By changing one of the independentvariablesfrom/• to
K", the set of dynamicalequationsderived by
Tatsumi [1957, equations 2.6 and 2.18] are
transformed

OGURA

and q is the symmetric quartic

q = 2K2K'
2 q- 2•21(
The set of (2.1) and (2.2) constitutesthe fundamental equations for the present study of'
turbulence.

In numerical integration of •his set of equations, the infinite integration in (2.1) is necessarily truncated at a finite limit, say •. It can
then be shown that •he total energy is still
conserved,for an inviscid fluid, in the form

Ot

E(•, t) d1(= 0

(2.3)

if the upper and lower limits of the integration
with respectto K" are alsotruncated at •.
For convenience
of numericalanalysis,dimensionless variables are introduced in the follow-

ing form:

t = r(/XO

r = O, 1, 2, ...

,, = z:(•x,,)

•' = •(•x•)

•* = I(/X,O

,,"=

i(•x•)

i, j, k = O, 1, 2, ... , 1

• = •o•(•, •-)

to

ß = {of(•, j, i, •)

_0
•(,,,t)+ •,,,•(,,' t)
Ot
--

(2.4)

where Eo and •o are constants. At and A• denote
the

•(K, 1(' 1(" t) d1(" d•' (2 1)
K--KII

finite-difference

increments

for

time

and

wave number, respectively.Equations 2.1 •d
2.2 then take the following dimensionless
finitedifference form:

-

•' •")•(•

t).•(•'

•r•*•(•) •

t)

+ •,•_(•,,,', ,,")•(,,', t)•(•",

•+

•r*•(•)

t)

q- •a(1(, •', 1(")E(g", t)E( g, t)

(2.2)

where E is the energyspectrumfunction, v the
kinetic viscositycoefficient,
• the wave number,

q

•-

.

•c,+

, j, i, r) di dj (2.4)

K2Ktt2
__

__ i(4

1(I

'• ,,2(3• "•
__

•a= 16•- "• (• -- •'•

K2

+ •'•

. 1+•(•+
1
+• [1+•(•+
+ ½a•(*'(i)•<*)(k)]

+•)
+•) ]_1
(2.•)
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0.25

Re

=

0-1

=

-a

=

020

0o•5

-'

and the dimensionlessform of v•, v2, and v• are
obtained simply by replacing K, K', and •" by
k, j, and i, respectively.In these equations,a

typicaltermhkel½('•(k)represents
a valueof
/• at t = r(Ar) and• = k(A•). In deriving(2.4)

0.•0

0.05

and (2.5), a viscousterm hke •,E in (2.1) has

been replacedby •,(E('+•) q- E(,))/2.
finite-difference

form

reduces

the

0

\ /
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truncation

error and also permits us to use a larger At,
without violating computationalstabihty, than
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Fig. 1. Variation of energy spectrum with time.

is permittedusinga simpleform like

1----16.

(seeAppendix).
To integrate (2.4) and (2.5) it is necessaryto

assume
initial conditions
for /• and •. As an time. Figure3 showsthe energytransferfunctior•
initial spectraldistributionwe take the following
form:

as a function

of time and wave number.

into a wave-number

=

3%/•ko

exp --

(2.6)

The

transfer function gives the net energy transfer
band from all other wave

numbers.We observein FiguresI to 3 that, ia
marked contrast with the case for turbulence in

two dimensions,the energyis transferredperwherek0 = •0/AK and K0is a constant.The sistently from larger to smaller eddies,except
form of (2.6) has also been used by Proudman for the very small 'back transfer'of energyto
and Reid [19541.
the regionof very small wave numbers.
The initial distribution of • remains to be
The mostnoteworthyfeatureof the computaspecified.In view of the fact that no experimental tion is that negativeenergyappearsagain durinformation is available, we shall assume that
ing the courseof time in the regionof energythe initial energy transfer between eddies of containingeddies.In paper A, the truncation
different sizesis zero; that is,
errors inducedby the finite-difference
approxi-

•(•/"'(k, •, i) : 0
The

choice of this

condition

is made

(2.7)
on the

basisof simplicity.

3. Resultof numericalintegration. Two different integrations of (2.4) and (2.5) have been
completedfor an inviscid fluid (R,-4 •o) on an
IBM 709 computer, starting from the identical
initial conditions (2.6) and (2.7). The only
differencebetween the two runs is that I, the
upper limit of the integration, is 16 in the first
run and 32 in the second.The followingvalues
are assignedto the dimensionless
parameters:

mations have been examined in detail. It has
been concluded that the truncation error that

arisesfrom replacingderivativesand integrations by finite differencesand summationsrespectivelyis very small for the At and AK used

in that calculation.
The dynamicalequationsfor
turbulence in three dimensions are similar in
mathematical form to those in two dimensions.

The spaceincrementusedin this paper is the
sameas that in paperA. Consequently
we may
reasonably
assumethat the generationof negative energyis not causedby this type of truncation error.This may alsobe justifiedby the fact
that the total energycomputedfromthe numeriko = 4
0-• = 0.00625
0-• = 0.025
cal solutions
remainsapproximately
constant,as
Figures1 and 2 showthe dimensionless
energy is requiredin equation2.3 (seeTable 1). Perspectrum
function
P plottedagainst
thedimen-' hapsthe mostseriouserror is that inducedby
sionless wave number k for various values of
truncating the domain of integration at the
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Fig. 2. The sameasFigure1 exceptI -- 32.
finite wave number I. It is seriousbecause,as

the total energyto the error involvedin the

It waspointed
we observein FiguresI to 3, this truncating regionof largewavenumbers.
out
by
Proudman
and
Reid
[1954]
that, when
process
is equivalent
to preventing
energytrans-

ferpastthelimitingwavenumber.
Thepiling-up v -- 0, (2.1) and (2.2) permitthe following
of energyappearing
nearand at the end of simpleequation(as far as an inviscidfluidis
the set of equationsderivedby
wave-number
spaceis apparently
caused
by this concerned,
effect.The error from this sourceis greater in
three than in two dimensions,
becauseonly a

Tatsumi is identical with the result given by
Proudman and Reid):

smallfractionof energyis transferredto the

region
oflargewavenumbers
in twodimensions.
It was foundin paper A that I -- 32 is large

d-• •E(•)d•= •

•E(•)d• (3.1)

enough
to maketheerrorfromthissource
suffi- The equationfor the meansquarevalue of
cientlysmall; in three dimensions,
it appar- onecomponent
of vorticitymaythenbewritten
in dimensionless form

ently is not.

This situationmay be demonstrated
further

d2•2

by examining
the production
of vorticity,be-

dt•. - •(&•')•

causethe total vorticity is more sensitivethan
i
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Fig.3. Variationof energy
transfer
function
withtime.
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TABLE 1. Total Energy as a Function of Time in

betweenthe two resultsbecomeslarge. It should

Percentage of Its Initial Value

be emphasized,
however,that the variation of
the spectrumfunctionwith time in the middle
rangeof spaceappearsto be little influencedby
the variationtaking placeat and near the end
of wave-numberspace. This can be seen in
Figure 5, which comparesthe variation of
spectrumwith time at k - 7, where the first
negative energy appears,for the different I.

Time
0
10
20
30
40

Total Energy
100.0000
99.9994
99. 9980
99.9980
100.0029

We observe that the difference between the two

casesis surprisinglysmall comparedwith the

where

total changethat /•'(k = 7) undergoes
during
the whole period of time.

= •2fo
&2
••:(•) •

4. Concludingremarks. As was describedin
paper A, the hypothesisof zero-fourth-order

and

cumulantshas been usedby severalauthorsin
their
investigationsof the mathematicalstruc=
ture of turbulence.Some experimentalresults
The • and k in (3.2) are dimensionless,
continu- have also been reported that seemedto support
ousvariables,scaledby At and AK,respectively. the validity of this hypothesis.But also some
The solution of (3.2) is the Weierstrassianel- work has castdoubt on the applicabilityof this
liptic function
hypothesisto turbulenceproblems.As was mentionedin section3, Proudmanand Reid [1954]
5f = 2•/S5•o2•(t';
0, 1)
(3.3) have beenable to integratethe equationfor the
where 50• is a constant correspondingto the productionof vorticity exactlyand thereby dei•tial value of •, and, with • suitable choiceof duce the value of the skewness factor. The rethe origin of time,
sultingskewnessfactor takes the valueswhich,
accordingto inequalitiesderived by Betchoy
tt
•1/3/1 - 2•1/2
[1956], are incompatiblewith a positive-definite
For the initial distribution of energy spectrum distributionhaving zero-fourth-ordercumulants.
Kraichnan [1961] has demonstratedanalyti(2.6), •o • is given by

Consequently

t'=
= 0.0330

(s.4)

In the physicalproblem, only one re•l period of
the doubly periodicel•ptic function is relewnt,
n•mely, 0 • t' • 2T, where T = 1.53. The
relation

3.4 indicates then that

T =

8

1.53 cor-

respondsroughlyto • = 46.

Figure4 compares
5•/•0 • cMcul•tedfrom the
exact solution (3.3) with those calculated from
the numerical

solution for the c•se of I

=

32.

We observe that the numerically c•lcul•ted
result is initially in good •greement with the
exact solution, but •s time increases • substuntiM fraction of energy re•ches the end of
w•ve-number sp•ce •nd thereby the difference
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Comparison of production of vorticity

calculated from the exact solution (eo]id line) and
the numerical solution (d•shed line).
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be obtainedby examiningthe computational
stabilityof simplified
versions
of the basicequations.The equationswe treat for this purpose

I

are

OE/Ot- a•b-- •,E
o/ot =

ß
o

0.01

ß

I

0

i

26
-O.Ol

-

-0.02

-

-0.03

-'

i

i

28

i

f

30

i ? 34
32

I

I

t
38

o

(A.1)

-

wherea, b, andv areconstants
(v _• 0, ab < 0).
We write (A.1) and (A.2) in finite-difference
form:

o

ß
o

-0.04

(7+1)
__E(r)
__-a(At)•(,+,/2)

!

!

!

•

I

I
TIME

I

I

I

I

I

I

-•

E

a(z('+l)
-•-

(A.3)

•//(r+l/2)
•(r--1/2)
b(•t)E(•)

•(•(•+1/2)• •(•- 1/2))J

Fig. 5. Comparisonof variation of energy spectrum with time at k -- 7 for I -- 16 and I -- 32.

wherea -- r(At)/2 and dimensionless
time; is
cally that this hypothesisleads to negativedefinite power spectrumwhen it is applied to

taken as an integer.

Equations
A.3 maybewrittenin matrixfo•'

the 'convection'of a scalarfield by a prescribed

randomvelocityfield.He hasalsosuggested
the
possibilityof havinga nonpositivespectrumin
someregionsof wave-numberspacewhen it is
applied to a vector field.
The resultsof the calculationsreportedin this
paperfor a three-dimensional
velocityfield show

a generationof negativeenergy,similarto that
reportedin paper A. As describedin section3,

where

ab(At)2•
a(At)
(1-1

•-(bO
= lq-o- (lq- 1

the numerical error induced by truncating the
domain of integrationat a finite wave number

b(At)

i --

1-•-a

1-•-a

is more serious for turbulence in three dimensions than for turbulence in two dimensions.

is what we call an amplificationmatrix. The
finite differenceequationsA.3 are then com-

Consequently,
the conclusion
that the generation
of negativeenergyis mostlikely the consequence
of the hypothesisso appliedshouldbe regarded
as tentative. A more definite conclusionmay be
reached when the viscous forces are incorporated with the inertia forcesin the calculation,
sothat no appreciableamountof energyappears
at the end of truncatedwave-numberspace.This
calculationis under way, and resultswill be reported soon.

putationallystableif the absolute
valuesof the
eigenvalues
of 0 are equalto or lessthan 1
[Richtmyer,1957].

Theeigenvalues
of0 arerootsofthequadratic
equation

(1 •- a)%2_ [2(1 -+ (1

0

where ,•2 = _ab(At)2 > O.

First, we can readilyshowthat, when • = 0
APPENDIX

(thatis,a = 0), thestabilitycondition
(Ico
I _• 1)

The computationalstability of the finite-dif- is met if .•2 •_ 4. When a •: 0, it is foundafter
that the conditionis met if
ferenceequations(2.4) and (2.5) is difficult to somemanipulation
investigatebecausethe equationsare nonlinear.
,y•._.[_
,.y[,y2
_.[_
4(•2 __ 1)]1/2__•4(1 q- o')
As for the effect of viscous terms on the sta-

bility conditions,considerableinformation can

It is obvious that this condition further reduces
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